
 

Our Policy 

 We maintain your privacy in service to your family.  We will never post entire weddings or photo 

sessions for public viewing.  We will however share a select few images for purposes of documenting 

photographic excellence.  Authentic Portraits By Maurice wants to serve other clients like you.   

 

 Our mission is to serve the community through the family needs of: individual and family portraiture, 

headshot portraiture, wedding portraiture, real estate photography and food/lifestyle photography.   

We are currently located in New York City and dialogue online and thru email to uphold Covid-19 

Safety measures.  Mask and distance safety protocols are followed for all in person portrait taking. 

 

 You need to know we love people and working outdoors!  Some of our finest photographs are taken 

outside.  Most of it takes place on location.  We travel to homes and public spaces to capture you in an 

environment.  In our philosophy this completes the portrait process. 

 

 Authentic Portraits By Maurice works with you to create sincere personal imagery.  We will direct as 

needed to produce stress-free portraits.  We take care not to rush, but work within session time 

guidelines.  As many photos as possible will be taken at your sitting.   

 

 Our method to complete your order will depend on the details of your contract.  We do not control the 

number of photos we take, as this number can vary.  We do collect half the session fee a week before 

the day of picture-taking.  This ensures your appointment and on-site session coverage.  The balance is 

due before any production begins.  When reviewing the digital proofs you can always opt for more 

photographs beyond the package.  Generally speaking, we adjust package prices by the number of 

edited photographs.    All clients will receive a complete digital file at completion.  All packages receive 

the same high level of attention.    

 

 What do we mean by edit?  Editing for us means refining images to artistic appeal, but not removing 

backgrounds.  Authentic Portraits By Maurice upholds a standard of natural photography.  You are 

paying in part for our artistic eye.  We will never release a photograph we are unhappy with! 

 

authenticportraitsbymaurice@gmail.com 
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